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NEWS: PURDUE REVERSES PURDUE 

In a second investigation over the same issues, Purdue University today reversed itself.  Dr. 
Taleyarkhan is not surprised by this result as Purdue has no choice but to protect their own 
interests and the sanctions are unfair and egregious in their severity.  The institutional failings of 
Purdue described by Congressman Miller continue and the same persons handling Purdue’s prior 
investigation were inexplicably in charge of this investigation.  Purdue exonerated Dr. 
Taleyarkhan originally, but has now reversed itself after admonishment by the U.S. Congress.  
Dr. Taleyarkhan has the support of many professors, staff and students at Purdue who have 
provided sworn affidavits documenting intimidation, discrimination and information about the  
willful conspiring to damage Dr. Taleyarkhan’s reputation and career. Dr. Taleyarkhan has great 
support from his peers around the world.  There is now a fork in the road to head down. “The 
matter at Purdue University is something that will be addressed, but will no longer affect bubble 
fusion research as the final two allegations have nothing to do with the science, which, as a 
consequence of this overall ordeal has been further vetted and strengthened in terms of it’s 
credibility,” said Taleyarkhan.  For the science of bubble fusion, this 3 year long investigation 
was a success. 

Dr. Taleyarkhan has a right to appeal the erroneous sanctions by Purdue in this matter along with 
seeking redress from the Courts of the United States.  John H. Lewis, Dr. Taleyarkhan’s attorney 
from Indianapolis, says “Given the way Purdue administrators have handled this matter, Dr. 
Taleyarkhan has many options in the judicial system.  These are such small matters given the 
enormous potential for the discovery there has to be decisions made on where to place time and 
resources.  After years of fighting and being overwhelmingly successful against his detractors he 
may not want further part in this aspect and focus on teaching and research.  Purdue’s 
administration have a lot to answer with how they treat people.  Unfortunately, bullies win until 
someone stands up to them”. 
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